We collect for all eligible areas of emphasis

Consumer Satisfaction Data

Were you the lead on this activity?

This means, you check “Yes” if you have responsibility for your **activity** (i.e. a break-out training session, presentation, outreach event, etc.) but not necessarily for the whole event (such as a conference).

---

**Diagram:**

**Question:** Were you the lead on this activity?

- Yes: Is the activity’s core function **Research or Info Dissemination**?
  - Yes: You MUST collect consumer satisfaction data!
  - No: Is the activity’s core function one of the following?
    - Interdisciplinary PreService Prep
    - Continuing Education/Community Training
    - Technical Assistance
    - Direct Clinical Services/Model Services
    - Other Direct/Model Services
    - Demonstration Services
      - Yes: You MUST collect consumer satisfaction data!
      - No: You DO NOT NEED to collect consumer satisfaction data!

---

**IMPORTANT:** You must consider these things **BEFORE** your activity to appropriately collect the data!

**Courtesy of Susie Mack, ND UCEDD**
Before your activity happens, ask yourself – WHICH core function will apply to your upcoming activity?

If your core function choice is...
- Interdisciplinary Pre-Service Training,
- Community Training with a frequency rate of regular, on-going trainings only meaning 1) cohort of participants over a series of sessions or 2) one-time trainings that reoccur with regular frequency)
- Technical Assistance for sustained UCEDD relationships defined as on-going frequent with more than 3 contacts per year

Yes

You MUST collect initial outcome measures data!

If your core function choice is...
- Continuing Education
- Direct Clinical Services
- Other Direct Services
- Demonstration Services
- Research
- Information Dissemination

No

You DO NOT NEED to collect Initial outcome measures data!

Initial Outcome Measures

IMPORTANT: You must consider these things BEFORE your activity to appropriately collect the data!